Friday 26 March 2021

NEWSLETTER
End of Term: Wednesday 31 March
School Reopens: Monday 19 April
Message from Mr O’Regan
It is clear from the positivity around West St Leonards Primary Academy that the disruption of
last term’s school closure is very much behind us. So many children have shared their work with
me and other senior leaders to exhibit the pride they have in trying their absolute best and
show how they are improving their learning. We are extremely grateful to all families for their
support in making this return to school so smooth and for your efforts to help children
understand the importance of their homework and Bug Club activities. This has been evident
through the fantastic work brought from home, including the amazing Tudor houses made by
our Year 2 children this week.
Alongside the creativity of the homework we have seen this week, we were fortunate to have
music assemblies today where children were able to learn about guitars and think about the
way in which music helps us express our creativity. We have also discussed empathy as our
POW value of the week, thinking about considering the viewpoint of others.
As you will see from our current safety measures around pick up and collection, we are
constantly considering the viewpoint of others in keeping the community safe and would like to
thank you once again for adhering to the one way system as well as wearing masks and
continuing to maintain distance from others including staff.
Sussex Police will be talking to our children next term about keeping safe online as well as
keeping safe to and from school to reinforce the key safety messages of:
Never to accept a lift from someone they don’t know, or let a stranger into the house. They should never give
personal information away – in real life or online. Please be reminded to always report anything unusual to staff on
duty or in an emergency call 999.

Finally, please note that next week is a three day week due to Good Friday and pre-planned INSET on
the Thursday. Needless to say however, we will continue to see great work from children and look
forwards to seeing children continue with their excellent learning and friendship in the lead up to term 5.

Our Mighty Readers
Hats off to our glittering GOLDEN BUGS this week! Your patience, perseverance and
resilience with your reading will help you to make super progress across the curriculum!

Reception: Czarek and Max H
Year 1: Jack and Theo
Year 2: Zachary and Mia
Year 3: Aleshia and Neyen

Year 4: Ashton
Year 5: Piotr and Dulcie
Year 6: Daniel

Keep smiling and keep reading!

Y1 Handwriting Heroes
Well done to everyone who practiced their handwriting last week, and to Jack and Imogen,
our Handwriting Heroes.
Our next focus is the 'down and retrace upwards' letter family. Click here for videos to support
the correct formation.
Please return your handwriting practice on Monday with your name on it.
Who will be the next handwriting heroes?
Good luck everyone and happy handwriting!

Guitar Lessons with East Sussex Music
We are now offering the opportunity for children in Years 3, 4, 5 & 6 to learn to play the guitar
with East Sussex Music.
As well as being enjoyable, learning to play a musical instrument has many benefits such as
enhancing memory, building confidence, boosting organisational skills and helping
concentration. It has been proven to support maths, reading and social skills too.
The lessons will take place during the school day. For information on fees, assistance with fees,
opportunities with East Sussex Music and to apply for lessons in school, please click here.
Group lessons for 2 children as a group lesson of 20 minutes; or 3 or 4 children for a group lesson
of 30 minutes
or
Individual lessons 20 or 30 minute lessons are available (no assistance with fees available for
individual lessons)
Please visit East Sussex Music’s website for further details or you would be extremely welcome to
contact the guitar teacher: Mr Howard Shapiro: Howard.shapiro@brightondome.org or East
Sussex Music’s office: 01273 261540.

Book in a Jar Competition Winners!
Well done to Holly from KS1 and Isla from KS2 for their brilliant "Book In A Jar" competition
entries. You have shown your creativity POW value so well here and also celebrated your love
of books! Enjoy spending your well deserved £10 book voucher! Thank you to everyone who
entered - it would be great to have your jars in school please to show them off.

Recommended Read
Stars with Flaming Tails I Author: Valerie Bloom
This is a poignant and highly recommended anthology of poetry for children, filled with verse
which is as moving as it is fun to read aloud.
There's a wonderful alphabet poem about Adam who has an accident and everyone from
Bernie to Zavier has their own diagnosis; there are limericks, riddles, and less well-known forms
such as elfke (a Dutch poem for children featuring only 11 words).
There is also an ethereal tale about the ‘Isle of Negatyves’ where
dangerous Kantdos can be targeted with an ointment of Willdos.
These are poems to suit every mood, switching from big topics
such as the secrets the sun tells the moon to laughter about
throwing pancakes so they stick on the ceiling. Bold and seriously
stylish illustrations perfectly complement each poem in this
powerful and memorable collection.
The best poems have a magic power in the words which makes us
want to read them again and again. This is a must-have collection
Valerie Bloom - who has managed to put into words how we all feel.
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Politeness Cup
Celebrating our super polite children who put a smile on our faces. We focus on many POW
values each week but we know how politeness can support them all. Well done!

Lilly-May

Joseph

Wellbeing Wednesday
A little (or maybe big) bird has told us that our first Wellbeing Wednesday of the new term is
going to be something extremely special. We don’t want to ruffle any feathers, but we are
certain that you will be very surprised when coming into school that day and will be tickled pink
at the activities and certain changes to the environment. We look forward to showing you next
term what this could be!

Water Bottles
Please remember to bring your water bottles to school every day.

Our young builders in Year 2 have been busy constructing replica seventeenth century houses
that would not look amiss in Pudding Lane, circa 1666. They have also been baking cakes
similar to those that might have caused the Great Fire of London!

Gold Awards
We continue to award children each week for showing their POW values and showing
Excellent Learning and Friendship. Here are the gold awards for this week.

Puffins - Oakley
Oakley worked really hard with the geosticks to make
letters and words. Fantastic work Oakley. You are a star.

Blackbirds - Sophia
Sophia for making such a huge improvement in her writing since
returning to school. Sophia has shown resilience, perseverance
and positivity with her writing and is now producing some
wonderful work again. Super Sophia is back!

Ducklings - Imogen
Imogen is always trying her hardest and shows her resilience
in every lesson. Imogen also shows her POW values and is a
wonderful member of Duckling’s class.

Robins - Emily
Emily has been inquisitive, engaged and enthusiastic
towards her learning. She has approached everything
with a smile on her face and practising her reading with
expression.

Warblers - Logan

Kingfishers - Verity

Logan for showing kindness to other children on the
playground this week. Well done, Logan! Keep it up!

Verity for taking great pride in her presentation and
showing her true dedication to her learning.
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Nightingales - Mikolaj

Sandmartins - Mika

Avocets - Kaya

Mikolaj for taking pride in learning. Recently,
Mikolaj built a superb model of a stone circle. Well
done for showing your creativity POW value, Mikolaj!

Mika for her fantastic effort in maths this week showing a real
determination when using the manipulatives. She has shown great
use of the POW values by striving for a five and being a great
friend and supportive member of the West St Leonard's family.

Kaya for her fantastic participation in maths this week.
It has been lovely to see her confidence increase in
this subject. Keep up the amazing work Kaya, well done!

Oystercatchers - Elly

Herons - LJ

Elly has been working exceptionally hard this week in her
writing. She has been using a dictionary and thesaurus to edit
and improve her work. As a result, she has produced an
excellent persuasive letter. Congratulations Elly!

LJ for persevering in his Talk for Writing work on
explanation texts and showing his love of science
every day! Keep up the good work LJ!

Razorbills - Frank
Frank for his excellent knowledge of light in Science,
knowing that stars are a light source but the moon is not and
explaining why.

Cranes - Remmie
Remmie for her fantastic teamwork and communication
in Lego Club this week and last. Keep up the great work
Remmie, well done!

Swifts - Miah

Doves - Aleshia

Miah for putting a superb effort into her presentation
and earning her first fabulous 5! Well done Miah, keep
it up!

Aleshia did exceptionally well in her O.T session this
week despite having a cold. She was able to put three
items in a box, stating what they are and was able
to also say what items were NOT in the box.

